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Elk will release their debut full length LP Herd Songs on Sheffield indie label 
The Audacious Art Experiment (Nope, Cowtown, ZA!) in December. These 
ten songs mark the end of  a two-year process of  collaboration with producer 
Karl Sveinsson of  Queens Ark Audio and will be mastered by the inimitable 
George Atkins (80 Hertz).  

"Lush, complex and jazzy indie rock geniuses” (Burn the Jukebox), Elk emerged in 2010 from the break up of  math-
jazz pioneers Andy, Glenn and Ritch (TAAE) and played a handful of  gigs with some of  the world’s best underground 
bands: Birthmark, Bilge Pump, Algiers, Tellison, Crash of  Rhinos, Brontide, ZA!, Cowtown. After releasing two 
critically vaunted EPs (“thoughtfully arranged, perfectly realised, refined” - Michael Glenister of  Carefully Planned) 
the band set about making something more significant, more lasting; and so began the process that created Herd 
Songs. These songs were written on trains, motorways and in neon-lit industrial spaces between band members’ 
homes in Manchester, London and Grimsby, and the lyrical content reflects this sense of  displacement. 

The initial recordings made by Karl Sveinsson (Dylan Carlson, Gnod, Literature Thieves) in 2012 set the tone of  the 
record: the intricate post-punk of  Washington DC’s Faraquet meeting the blissed-out synths of  Friendly Fires. The 
subsequent studio sessions fleshed out this rough-edged pop sensibility - “resplendent with melody over a jittering 
backing that belies a love of  90s intelligent rock, pretty and complex” - Rough Trade Records. 

• Herd Songs will initially be released on specially limited 12” inch vinyl by Sheffield-based music collective, The 
Audacious Art Experiment in December 2014. 

• The band will be releasing a video for the song Remedy on 6/11/14 through their Vevo site. Directed by Christian 
Sinclair (Nai Harvest, Papayer) it guest stars a 1980 Sony Cassette-Corder TCM - 737 and a fresh pineapple.  

• Remedy will also stream on the Audacious Sound Cloud at www.soundcloud.com/theaudaciousartexperiment. 

• Elk will be playing live dates throughout the UK during December, January and February. Dates of  upcoming 
shows will be available on the website at www.thebandelk.com 

To arrange an interview, request a copy of  Herd Songs for review or for any 
more information about Elk, contact thebandelk@gmail.com 
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